


RCTGL Celebrates the Rotary New Year: Spreading Joy and 

Hope to Children at Tagum Sagop Bata Center with the Theme 

“Today’s Children, Rotary’s Future”  

 

On July 01, 2023, RCTGL welcomed the Rotary New Year with a 

heartwarming initiative, bringing smiles and happiness to the 

children at Tagum Sagop Bata Center. Embracing the program’s 

theme of “Today’s Children, Rotary’s Future”, RCTGL distributed 

thoughtful gifts, igniting excitement and inspiring hope among 

the young beneficiaries. The event not only fostered a sense of 

joy but also reinforced RCTGL’s commitment to nurturing and 

empowering the next generation, recognizing that the children 

of today hold the key to a brighter Rotary future.  

 

The activity was jointly organized by the Rotary Clubs of Tagum 

and Tagum Golden LACES. 



1st REGULAR MEETING  
July 12, 2023   6:00PM 

Miko’s Brew, Apokon, Tagum City 
 

PROGRAM 
Prayer         : PP Nelly Gentugaya  
Philippine National Anthem    : AVP 
Singing of Rotary Hymn     : AVP 
Singing of Create Hope Hymn    : AVP 
Reaffirmation of the Object of Rotary    
   and The Four Way Test  : PAG Rae Kara Malbog 
Ice Breaker/RAffle        : BOD 
Secretary’s Report      : PE Marieth Conde 
Treasurer’s Report      : PP Laurencia Rimando 
President’s Time       : President Erma Bendigo 
Agenda     
Closing Prayer       : PP Annabelle Sator 
Ceremony in Charge      : PAG Mylene Baura 

PRAYER 
 

Father, Help us to embrace and enjoy the life 
you’ve given us to live. We are not accidental-

ly here on earth! Each day we awake to 
breathe, you faithfully meet us with pur-
pose. Holy Spirit, faithfully nudge and re-

minds us that we are children of God, freed 
from the chains of sin by Christ’s sacrifice on 
the cross, and resurrection and assertion to 
heaven where He is seated by the Father. 

Bless our minds to remember and embrace 
the freedom, hope, joy and peace we have in 

Christ. In Jesus name, Amen. 

AGENDA 
1. Governor’s Visit 
2. Induction updates  
3. July Activities 
4. Club Payables 
5. Others matters 















 

Creating Hope Through Volunteerism: Re-
newed Commitment in the New Rotary Year 

 

As Rotary International ushers in a new year 
filled with anticipation and hope, Rotarians 
around the world stand ready to embrace the 
challenges and opportunities that lie ahead. 
This moment marks a timely renewal of the 
commitment of our members, who, as volun-
teers, participate in and advocate for causes 
by sheer commitment to making a positive 
difference in the lives of others.  

 
It is essential to acknowledge that volunteers 
choose to act out of faith, driven by their per-

sonal beliefs, values, and compassion, rather than being compelled or pressured 
to do so. This renewed reminder underscores the intrinsic nature of volunteerism 
and emphasizes the significance of respecting the autonomy and agency of those 
who choose to serve. 

 
The Rotary Club of Tagum Golden Laces (RCTGL) has long been a beacon of hope 
in times of adversity in our community. Over the years, our club has spearheaded 
initiatives to address pressing social issues, uplift the marginalized individuals, 
and promote peace and understanding. As we embark on this new Rotary year, 
the determination of RCTGL to create a better community remains resolute, fueled 
by the collective passion of our members. 

 
Through our collective efforts, RCTGL continues to demonstrate that hope is not 
simply a wish but a tangible force that can shape a better world. Together, let us 
wholeheartedly embrace the spirit of Rotary in action and works towards a future 
filled with compassion, opportunity, and hope for all.  

 

As we move forward, it is crucial to maintain an environment that fosters under-
standing and respect for the intrinsic motivation that drives our members who 
choose to serve as volunteers. By doing so, we can ensure that their efforts are 
encouraged and supported. Let us continue to celebrate the invaluable contribu-
tions of each member, regardless of the weight, quantity, or even quality of their 
contributions. At RCTGL, we practice what we preach – spreading love, kindness, 
and compassion to everyone without an iota of discrimination.  

 

In this new Rotary year, let us remember that creating hope through volunteerism 
is a powerful endeavor. The Rotary International and the RCTGL are committed to 
driving positive change by empowering individuals, communities, and the world at 
large. Together, we can uphold the true spirit of Rotary, creating a future where 
compassion knows no bounds and where hope thrives in the hearts of all.  

 



 

 
 
Dear Fellow Laces,  
 
I hope this column finds you in good health 
and high spirits. As we embark on a new Ro-
tary year, I am delighted to share with you 
the remarkable achievements and exciting 
events that have taken place since July 1, 
2023.  
 
First and foremost, I am proud to announce 
that our Rotary club has successfully held its 
first Board of Directors meeting on July 8, 
2023 at Hilaiza's Pastry. This meeting served 
as a platform for  
our dedicated team to come together and dis-
cuss strategic plans, set goals, and allocate 

resources for the upcoming year. The enthusiasm and commitment displayed by 
our Board members were truly inspiring, and I am confident that their leadership 
will steer our club towards new heights of success.  
 
In line with our commitment to service, our club has been actively engaged in var-
ious community projects since the start of the Rotary year with the theme create 
hope in world. From organizing health camps to supporting educational initiatives, 
our members have been making a significant impact on the lives of those in need. 
These efforts are a testament to the power of collective action and the enduring 
spirit of Rotary.  
 
Furthermore, I am thrilled to inform you that our club is diligently preparing for 
the Governor's Visit and 32nd induction ceremony, scheduled for July 17, 2023. 
This event holds great significance as it symbolizes the welcoming of new mem-
bers into our Rotary family. The induction ceremony not only marks the beginning 
of a transformative journey for these individuals but also serves as a reminder of 
our shared commitment to Rotary’s ideals. I invite all of you to join us on this mo-
mentous occasion and witness the induction of these remarkable individuals who 
will undoubtedly contribute to our club’s growth and impact.  
 
As we move forward, I encourage each and every one of you to actively partici-
pate in our club’s activities and initiatives. Together, we can make a lasting differ-
ence in our community and beyond. Whether it is through volunteering, fundrais-
ing, or simply spreading awareness about Rotary’s mission, your support is invalu-
able.  
 
In closing, I would like to express my gratitude to all our members, partners, and 
supporters for their unwavering dedication and enthusiasm. It is through your col-
lective efforts that we continue to create positive change and inspire others to do 
the same. Wishing you all a successful and fulfilling Rotary year ahead.  
 
Yours in Rotary,  
 
Erma  



ROTARY NEW YEAR CELEBRATION AT TAGUM SAGOP BATA CEN-
TER, P7, MAGDUM, TC 

2023-07-01 

1. Balunos, Concepcion Barnachea PHF+3 

2. Bantayan, Mary Ann Macapaz PHF+6 

3. Galagala, Dhoresyl Ramos PHF+8 

4. Gentugaya, Nelly Mercado PHF+3 

5. Rimando, Laurencia Beluso PHF+2 

6. Sator, Annabelle Eve Rulite PHF+2 

 

RC TAGUM NORTH - INDUCTION AT MOLAVE HOTEL 

2023-07-01 

1. Bantayan, Mary Ann Macapaz PHF+6 

2. Gentugaya, Nelly Mercado PHF+3 

3. Adlawan, Arlene Juele PHF+5 

4. Adtoon, Cristelle Joyce Zaldivar PHF 

5. Adtoon, Rosanna Pereyras PHF+5 

6. Bendigo, Erma Acdal PHF+2 

7. Gentugaya, Keziah Mercado PHF+2 

8. Malbog, Rae Kara Apura PHF+2 

9. Pereyras, Beatriz Meg Montojo PHF 

10. Pereyras, Erelie Hitgano PHF+3 

11. Pereyras, Norma Del Rosario PHF+8 

12. Pereyras, Rhodora del Rosario PHF+3 

13. Suaybaguio, Rowena Lynda Pereyras PHF+3 

 

THANKS GIVING MASS AT PCEK 

2023-07-05 

1. Bendigo, Erma Acdal PHF+2 

2. Rimando, Laurencia Beluso PHF+2 

3. Galagala, Dhoresyl Ramos PHF+8 

 

BOD MEETING AT HILAIZA'S PASTRY 

2023-07-08 

1. Adtoon, Rosanna Pereyras PHF+5 

2. Baura, Maria Lina Fabular PHF+2 

3. Bendigo, Erma Acdal PHF+2 

4. Conde, Maria Martha Baura PHF 

5. Elnar, Elna Boja PHF 

6. Galagala, Dhoresyl Ramos PHF+8 

7. Rimando, Laurencia Beluso PHF+2 

8. Colina, Marydel Balbarona PHF 

9. Crawhorn, Herna H PHF+1 

 My warmest welcome to the 
new Rotary Year, another won-
derful time to embrace the spirit 
of giving as we embark together 
in this journey to "create hope in 
the world". As your Club Secre-
tary, i wish to remind you all of 
our duties as members. I am cer-
tain that we all agree that the 
success of an organization relies 
heavily on the combined effort 
of each member.  



MONTHLY DUES 

NAME 
2023 2024   

JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE TOTAL 

Adlawan, Arlene Juele                           

Adlawan, Fe Juele                           

Adtoon, Cristelle Joyce Zaldivar                           

Adtoon, Rosanna Pereyras                           

Angoy, Cherryanne Lee                           

Balunos, Concepcion Barnachea                           

Bantayan, Mary Ann Macapaz                           

Baura, Maria Lina Fabular                           

Bendigo, Erma Acdal                           

Boja, Marilda Joves                           

Conde, Maria Martha Baura                           

Domingo, Marites Lee                           

Elnar, Elna Boja                           

Galagala, Dhoresyl Ramos                           

Gentugaya, Keziah Mercado                           

Gentugaya, Nelly Mercado                           

Leaño, Marivi Mesa                           

Llanos, Cleofe Cadelina                           

Logronio, Gabriela Suba-an                           

Madrid, Estrella A.                           

Malbog, Rae Kara Apura                           

Mangilet, Marilyn Grace Lina                           

Parado Coderis, TJ Jossie Fernandez                           

Pereyras, Beatriz Meg Montojo                           

Pereyras, Erelie Hitgano                           

Pereyras, Norma Del Rosario                           

Pereyras, Rhodora del Rosario                           

Rabot, Marimeysin Ferido                           

Resurreccion, Agnes Rana                           

Rimando, Laurencia Beluso                           

Sator, Angelisa Razo                           

Sator, Annabelle Eve Rulite                           

Suaybaguio, Rowena Lynda Pereyras                           

Tan, Judy Marie Rapista                           

Tesoro, Mary Ann Maloles                           

TOTAL                            



NAME AMOUNT 

Adlawan, Arlene Juele, PHF+5 $4,800.00 

Adlawan, Fe Juele, Major Donor Level 1 $100.00 

Adtoon, Cristelle Joyce Zaldivar, PHF   

Adtoon, Rosanna Pereyras, PHF+5 $200.00 

Ancog-Casidsid, Joji Bernadette Rapista, PHF   

Angoy, Cherryanne Lee, PHF   

Balunos, Concepcion Barnachea, PHF+3   

Bañez, Zenaida Beron, PHF   

Bantayan, Mary Ann Macapaz, PHF+6 $1,000.00 

Baura, Maria Lina Fabular, PHF+2   

Belisario, Maroja Rapista, PHF   

Bendigo, Erma Acdal, PHF+2   

Boja, Marilda Joves, PHF+3   

Colina, Marydel Balbarona, PHF   

Conde, Maria Martha Baura, PHF   

Crawhorn, Herna H, PHF+1   

Domingo, Marites Lee, PHF+4   

Ebdao, Lucia Senior, PHF+1   

Elnar, Elna Boja, PHF   

Galagala, Dhoresyl Ramos, Major Donor Level 1   

Gentugaya, Keziah Mercado, PHF+2   

Gentugaya, Nelly Mercado, PHF+3   

Leaño, Marivi Mesa,    

Llanos, Cleofe Cadelina, PHF+4   

Logronio, Gabriela Suba-an, PHF+3   

Madrid, Estrella A., PHF+4 $100.00 

Malbog, Rae Kara Apura, PHF+2   

Mangilet, Marilyn Grace Lina, PHF+5   

Nerves, Corazon Relente, PHF   

Parado Coderis, TJ Jossie Fernandez, PHF+1   

Pereyras, Beatriz Meg Montojo, PHF   

Pereyras, Erelie Hitgano, PHF+3   

Pereyras, Norma Del Rosario, Major Donor Level 1   

Pereyras, Rhodora del Rosario, PHF+3   

Rabot, Marimeysin Ferido, PHF+2 $100.00 

Resurreccion, Agnes Rana, PHF+5   

Rimando, Laurencia Beluso, PHF+2   

Santiago, Helen Oliver, PHF   

Sator, Angelisa Razo, PHF   

Sator, Annabelle Eve Rulite, PHF+2   

Suaybaguio, Rowena Lynda Pereyras, PHF+3   

Tan, Judy Marie Rapista, PHF+3   

Tesoro, Mary Ann Maloles, PHF+4   

TOTAL                          $6,300.00 





RCTGL’s June 28, 2023 Meeting: A Spirited Affair of Fun, Games, and Exciting Prizes 

The regular meeting of RCTGL on June 23, 2023 transformed into a lively gathering filled 
with laughter, camaraderie, and friendly competition. Members came together for an 

evening of joyous entertainment, featuring engaging games and the chance to win 
exciting prizes. The atmosphere was electric as the Laces showcased their playful 

spirits, fostering deeper bonds and creating lasting memories.  



RCTGL Celebrates the Rotary New Year: Spreading Joy and Hope to Children at Tagum Sagop Bata 
Center with the Theme “Today’s Children, Rotary’s Future” 

On July 01, 2023, RCTGL welcomed the Rotary New Year with a heartwarming initiative, bringing 
smiles and happiness to the children at Tagum Sagop Bata Center. Embracing the program’s 

theme of “Today’s Children, Rotary’s Future”, RCTGL distributed thoughtful gifts, igniting excite-
ment and inspiring hope among the young beneficiaries. The event not only fostered a sense of joy 
but also reinforced RCTGL’s commitment to nurturing and empowering the next generation, rec-

ognizing that the children of today hold the key to a brighter Rotary future.   



 

RCTGL Attends Induction and Handover Ceremony of RC Tagum North 

RCTGL was delighted to get invited to the prestigious induction and handover ceremony of 
RC Tagum North at the magnificent Molave Hotel on July 01, 2023. Members eagerly 

attended the event, where they witnessed the transfer of leadership and celebrated the 
new team’s dedication to service. The gather showcased the strong camaraderie and 
shared commitment among Rotary clubs, igniting a renewed sense of inspiration and 

collaboration. 



 

Gratitude and Action Unite: RCTGL’S Thanksgiving Mass Inspires Purposeful Club 
Officers’ Meeting within a Week  

Members of RCTGL gathered for a heartfelt Thanksgiving Mass on July 05, 2023 at Parish 
of Christ the Eucharistic King (PCEK), honoring the blessings that have enriched their 

lives and reaffirming their commitment to service. Filled with gratitude, they seamless-
ly transitioned into a purposeful Board of Director’s meeting at Hilaiza’s Pastry Res-

taurant on July 08, 2023, where plans were set in motion, ideas were shared, and a col-
lective enthusiasm awakened.  



R. Gordon R. McInally 

President 2023-2024 

 

July 2023 

 

Even as we face new and serious challenges, Rotary takes care of its 
members and those we serve, works to build lasting peace, and em-
beds belonging and inclusion in everything we do. That is why I am 
asking everyone in Rotary to Create Hope in the World. 

 

This year, we’re prioritizing projects to support mental health. This 
effort is deeply personal to me. I know what it’s like to see someone 
suffer in silence. I have also witnessed the power of personal con-
nections, the value of discussing emotional and mental well-being, 

and the lifesaving impact of preventive care and treatment. 

 

Research shows that performing acts of kindness is an effective step any of us can take to pro-
tect our well-being. And by building peace within, we become more capable of bringing peace to 
the world. 

 

Building peace is the essence of Rotary. Many of our service projects foster the conditions for 
Positive Peace. We work tirelessly to overcome barriers and create new connections. This year, 
we’ll promote virtual international exchanges for members to strengthen those vital connections. 

 

Peace isn’t a dream, and it’s not passive. It’s the result of working hard, earning trust, and hav-
ing open conversations that may be difficult. Peace must be waged persistently — and bravely. 
Everything we do across our areas of focus has the potential to foster the hope that can make 
peace possible. 

 

The spirit of connection and purpose should inspire every Rotary member. When club leaders 
focus on offering an excellent club experience, we retain more members and attract more pro-
spective members. We must make our clubs as welcoming and as engaging as we can. 

Our goal is to create a sense of belonging, from our club meetings to our service activities. We 
need to continue creating inclusive, welcoming environments where everyone can be their au-
thentic selves. All people of action need to be able to imagine a place for themselves in Rotary — 
it’s up to us to ensure they can do so. 

 

Over the next year, I will be putting a focus on continuing our journey in diversity, equity, and 
inclusion — ensuring that Rotary reflects the communities we serve and continues to take signif-
icant steps toward accessing the full range of human talents and experiences, so that we can 
better serve humanity. And we will continue to empower women and girls by helping them un-
lock the potential already within them.  

 

As we begin this journey together, I take inspiration from Scotland’s national poet, Robert 
Burns, who in the 18th century spoke of all the world becoming kin, promoting “sense and 
worth, over all the earth.” This has long been my call to action, and I share it now with you.  

 

Let us build peace within and spread it freely. Let us create belonging and imagine the future of 
Rotary afresh. Let us work together joyously and Create Hope in the World. 

Presidential Message 



The idea of organizing an all-female Rotary Club of Tagum was thought of as early as 1989 by the Ro-

tarian and Anns of RC Tagum North. The initial organizing of the club however started only sometime 

in the first week of February 1991.  

The names of 28 selected ladies were first floated by the Rotarians & Anns of RC Tagum North. Out of 

this number, 16 responded by attending the first organizational meeting held at Magnolia Kiosk along 

Quezon St., Tagum. Other ladies were later invited to the regular weekly meetings as prospective 

members of the club although their attendance along with some of those who were initially invited 

were irregular. In this organizational meetings, Rotary Information was given by Rtn. Jess Albacite, 

Special Governor’s Representative and PP of RC Tagum North, Rtn. Rey Vegara, Incumbent President 

RC Tagum North, Rtn. Bebot Madayag, District Governor’s Representative & PP of RC Tagum. Other 

Rotarians who helped in giving various information included Rtn. Arrel Olaňo, PP RC Tagum; Rtn. 

Danny Lee, Past DGR and PP of RC Tagum North; Rtn. Jun Cagas and Rtn. Raffy Erfe, both RC Tagum 

North.  

Out of the original forty (40) ladies who were invited to organizational meetings, only 25 were finally 

submitted for charter membership of the new club. The names which were submitted to Rotary Inter-

national on October 30, 1992 are as follows: Nelida Aguillon, Cynthia Catungal, Leonida Decena, Na-

tividad del Rosario, Maria Cleofe Evidente, Corazon Fernandez, Susan Franco, Rebecca Lectura, Flor-

deliza Magallon, Marilyn Grace Mangilet, Jocelyn Melendres, Ofelia Millan, Anna Geraldine Morante, 

Nenita Nazareno, Providencia Nuňez, Jocelyn Ong, Evelyn Ross Perdido, Carolina Quirante, Mai Rallos, 

Agnes Resurreccion, Linda Sicam, Lay Fong Soo-Montero, Arisfina Torre, Conchita Yago, and Amelie 

Tan-Ramos.  

From these charter members: the following were elected as Charter Officers: Rtn. Rebecca Lectura, 

Pres.; Rtn. Providencia Nuňez, Pres.-Elect; Rtn. Nenita Nazareno, Vice-Pres.; Rtn. Susan Franco, 

Sec.; Rtn. Jocelyn Melendres, Tres.; Rtn. Linda Sicam, Auditor; Rtn. Conchita Yago, P.R.O.; Rtn. Na-

tividad del Rosario, Sgt-at-Arms; Rtn. Corazon Fernandez, Dir.; Rtn. Agnes Resurreccion, Dir.; Rtn. 

Marilyn Grace Mangilet, Dir.; and Rtn. Arisfina Torre, Dir.  

The club officers & members of the newly organized ROTARY CLUB OF TAGUM GOLDEN L.A.C.E.S. 

(Ladies in Action Committed to Effective Service) first met DG Xavier C. Ledesma, Incumbent District 

Governor for 1991-1992, at Molave Hotel on Sept. 4, 1992 in his club visitation of the Rotary Clubs in 

Tagum.  

On December 1, 1992, the club received the good news from SEABO that its application for member-

ship was formally admitted by Rotary International on November 19, 1992 with Club No. 29117.  

How it all started... 
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